F6O Fountain—Filter cartridge replacement
User Guide
Model No. F6O

1.
2.

Undo the screws under the fountain & lower the plate, holding the internal assembly.
Turn off the water supply at the JG TAP (Fig A). This JG tap can also be used to alter the water flow rate
from the drinking bubbler by turning slowly left or right whilst pressing the bubbler activation button
on the top.

Fig A

3.
4.
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Press the button on the bubbler to remove any water pressure.
Remove the ‘elbow stems’ (Fig B), with tubing still attached, from the cartridge (at both ends) by depressing
the collet (Fig D) at the cartridge end & pulling them out.
If your cartridge is fitted with an ‘elbow thread’(Fig C) it will not pull out, but simply remove the tubing by
depressing the collets in the elbow & unscrew it. Add some plumbers tape to the thread, screw back into the
new cartridge & re-insert the tubing.
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Remember, if you need assistance, Mountain Fresh are
always here to help.
Call us on 0800 PURE H20 (0800 787 342)

5.
6.
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8.
9.

Remove the cartridge from the bracket & replace with the new one.
Insert the elbow stems into each end of the new cartridge until secure.
Turn the water back on at the JG TAP & press the bubbler to let the water flow. Unless previously flushed, the
water will run black for a few seconds, while it clears of carbon fines. Flush for a couple of minutes until the
water is crystal clear.
Check for leaks, before replacing the lower plate.
You can adjust the flow with a screwdriver on the side of the bubbler, circled below. If the flow remains too
powerful, it can be reduced by slightly closing the JG TAP.

Enjoy crystal clear, filtered water for another year.
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